Mid-Autumn Delights
for Treasured Moments
AT CARLTON HOTEL SI N GA POR E
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Rekindle treasured moments and celebrate time-honoured Mid-Autumn traditions with our

佳

array of classic and contemporary handcrafted baked and snowskin mooncakes by the team at

节

Wah Lok Cantonese Restaurant and Carlton Hotel Singapore.
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New on the list of delectable mooncakes this year is the Mini Sakura Milk Tea Snowskin.

月

Perennial favourites such as the Mini ‘Mao Shan Wang’ Durian Snowskin, White Lotus Paste Double

圆
,

Yolk Mooncakes and Mini Walnut Moontarts continue to enthrall taste buds.
This year, these delicate treasures are presented in a new stylishly designed box adorned with
hologram ﬂoral motifs on the exterior. Made with sustainable materials, the trapezium box opens up
two-way and showcases a vibrant pink interior, with shelving inspired by antique oriental cabinet
display, perfect to present the delightful treats.
Our ensemble of mooncakes are ideal as mid-autumn festival gifts for corporate clients, friends and
loved ones to convey well-wishes of happiness and prosperity.
Wah Lok Cantonese Restaurant and Carlton Hotel Singapore Mooncakes are available for purchase
from 25 July to 10 September 2022.
Mooncake collection is available from 1 August to 10 September 2022
at Carlton Hotel Singapore, Hotel Lobby (Level 1).

New Handcrafted Snowskin Creation
Making a debut this season is the Mini Sakura Milk Tea Snowskin.
Presented in a sweet pink hue that resembles Sakura (cherry blossom), the new ﬂavour is
pleasing to the eyes and palate. The mooncake offers a gentle aroma of cherry blossom
that goes well with the creamy milk tea lotus paste with chocolate crunch bits; every bite
resembling the sweets you get to enjoy in Japan during the cherry blossom season.
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Classic Baked Mooncakes
Baked to golden-brown perfection, our traditional

Red Lotus Paste Mooncake is available in double yolk
while the White Lotus Paste Mooncake comes with
single or double yolk. The White Lotus Paste
Mooncake (Low Sugar) is a healthier alternative that
still tastes divine. Take heart in our Assorted Lotus
Paste Selection if you prefer variety.
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Signature Moontart

华

The unique and addictive Mini Walnut
Moontart with Egg Yolk is the bestseller

秋

amongst the mooncake creations. Smooth white

实

lotus paste and salted egg yolk are enveloped in
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a fragrant crust with walnut that promises
ultimate delight. For the health-conscious, a low
sugar alternative without yolk is available for a
guilt-free indulgence.
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Baked Mooncakes

Pricing

Red Lotus Paste with Double Yolk 传 统 双 黄 莲 蓉 4 per box

$86

White Lotus Paste with Double Yolk 传 统 双 黄 白 莲 蓉 4 per box

$86

White Lotus Paste with Single Yolk 传 统 单 黄 白 莲 蓉 4 per box

$82

White Lotus Paste (Low Sugar) 传 统 低 糖 白 莲 蓉 4 per box

$82

Traditional Mixed Nuts 传 统 伍 仁 4 per box

$86

Assorted Lotus Paste Selection 传 统 莲 蓉 精 选 4 per box

$86

Mini Walnut Moontart with Egg Yolk 迷 你 蛋 黄 核 桃 月 酥 8 per box

$80

Mini Walnut Moontart (Low Sugar) 迷 你 低 糖 核 桃 月 酥 8 per box

$78

Mini Sakura Milk Tea Snowskin 迷 你 樱 花 奶 茶 冰 皮 8 per box

$80

Mini ‘Mao Shan Wang’ Durian Snowskin 迷 你
‘猫山王’
榴 莲 冰 皮 8 per box

$88

Mini Green Tea, Yuzu & Plum Snowskin 迷 你 柚 子 梅 绿 茶 冰 皮 8 per box

$80

Assorted Mini Snowskin Selection 迷 你 冰 皮 精 选 8 per box

$82

• Mini Green Tea, Yuzu & Plum Snowskin 迷你柚子梅绿茶冰皮
• Mini Sakura Milk Tea Snowskin 迷你樱花奶茶冰皮

30% off for all mooncakes
13 AUGUST TO 10 SEPTEMBER 2022

25% off for 1 to 30 boxes
30% off for 31 boxes and above
Discounts are applicable for DBS, UOB, OCBC,
HSBC and Citibank Cards

please call +65 6349 1292
Email restaurants@carltonhotel.sg
or visit

celebrations.carltonhotel.sg

Our Mooncakes are available for online pre-order
from 25 July.

76 Bras Basah Road Hotel Lobby will be available

tea green shade, our Mini Green Tea, Yuzu and Plum Snowskin offers a zesty bite with

from 1 August to 10 September 2022,

citrus notes from the Yuzu purée, which complements the subtle aroma from green tea.
comprises of luscious durian pulp encased in a pillow-light snowskin.

25 JULY TO 12 AUGUST 2022

Purchase and collection at Carlton Hotel Singapore,

Revel in two of our much-loved handcrafted snowskin favourites. Enrobed in a soothing

Made fresh and without preservatives, the Mini ‘Mao Shan Wang’ Durian Snowskin

EARLY BIRD PROMOTION

For more information and enquiries,

Snowskin Mooncakes

Delightful Snowskin Creations

Selected Credit/Debit
Card Promotions

Signature

Healthier Choice

New

Popular

11am to 8pm.

VISIT OUR BOOTH
CARLTON HOTEL SINGAPORE
Lobby, Level 1
1 August to 10 September 2022
11am to 8pm

For online purchases, please visit celebrations.carltonhotel.sg
For corporate orders and enquiries, please email restaurants@carltonhotel.sg
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